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Using engineering tactics to support product strategies
Packaging has become the center of product diversification 
strategies for many food, beverage and consumer goods com-
panies. As product marketers have driven greater variety and 
complexity into the SKUs that are manufactured, the increased 
difficulty of maintaining efficiencies cannot be overstated. 

Even as a growing variety of analytical approaches such as Six 
Sigma, OEE and Lean address the need for information to fur-
ther tune processes and increase efficiency, the effectiveness of 
these approaches is limited by the ability of producers to extract 
actionable data from their equipment. It is therefore critical to 
enable the integration of equipment to information systems—
and to maximize the usefulness of that data once it has made 
the leap from machine to metric!

For several years now, consumer goods firms have increasingly 
allowed the makers of their manufacturing machinery (original 
equipment manufacturers or OEMs) to take control of decisions 
regarding automation platforms. The line of reasoning followed 
by the producing firm is that OEMs are best able to judge how 
to enable the process—what controls platform offers the best 
balance of purchase price, ongoing maintenance cost and 
performance. 

While the effect has allowed OEMs to focus on perfecting their 
particular combinations of mechanical/process and controls 
wizardry, the variety of controls vendors and the sheer volume 
of OEMs have combined to create a very mixed controls envi-
ronment in most production facilities. Initially, manufacturers 
depended on their internal disciplines to enforce enough consis-
tency in programming standards that maintenance costs could 
be controlled. But with smaller internal engineering staffs, and 
greater control over automation platforms passing to OEMs, 
internally developed standards can be difficult to sustain.

As a result, automation vendors and OEMs need to re-define 
how they support manufacturers from a technology perspective 
to give them the reliability and interoperability they need.

Industry body delivers tools to relieve  
automation challenges
The OMAC (Open Modular Architecture for Controls) standards 
organization has been working to mitigate the maintenance 
costs associated with managing multiple controls platforms by 
driving end users and OEMs to adopt standard structures within 
automation code. The OMAC Packaging Workgroup (OPW) has 
released their PackTags and PackML standards, which define 
naming conventions and “structural” guidelines that ensure 
consistency in the way the building blocks of code are used and 

described. They also specify the use of standard memory maps 
to communicate machine state, thereby easing multi-machine 
program integration and coordination.

Several case studies (available on the OMAC web site at  
http://www.omac.org in the Documents section of the 
Packaging Workgroup area) illustrate that in addition to low-
ering maintenance and integration costs, adoption of OMAC 
standards can also yield performance improvements and capi-
tal cost savings, as the standards simplify the coordination of 
multiple machines. OMAC’s standardized integration approach 
reduces the burden of “handshaking” between PLCs on a coor-
dinated line. The result: faster rates can be maintained along a 
line, and improved coordination can reduce the need for buffer-
ing conveyance and/or accumulators.

Furthermore, these control-layer standards can actually reach 
well beyond the registers in a PLC: by reducing the “forensic” 
work needed to integrate machines on disparate platforms, 
PackTags and PackML also lay the foundation to easily and 
consistently interpret the event data that lies tucked inside the 
controllers of packaging lines. And it is this data that powers the 
root cause analysis needed to identify and engineer out sources 
of inefficiencies.

OMAC accelerates common continuous  
improvement approaches
A common approach to attacking efficiency and quality losses 
on a packaging line is to develop a reporting and analysis toolkit 
based on Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) calculations. 
The value of an OEE approach is that it combines the simplic-
ity of a performance indicator—a single number to use as an 
indicator of good or bad performance—with deeper analytics 
that address all of the factors that can affect the output of a 
machine: uptime, quality and steady material flow. 

OMAC standards accelerate the value derived from an OEE regi-
men. Users of OMAC have found that they can more easily use 
machine data to drive improvement because PackTags and 
PackML provide the following capabilities:
•	 Ensure	that	all	critical	assets	hold	the	same	information	types	

needed for machine performance analysis (in fact, these data 
types are the same ones that drive machine coordination—a 
true case of a single stone for multiple birds!)

•	 Eliminate	the	inconsistency	of	how	that	information	is	collected	
and presented; consistency in the machine or line state model 
and in the usage of event descriptors speeds the deployment of 
rich reporting applications that are needed to drive continuous 
improvement regimens such as OEE. In fact, the PackML state 
model creates a level of visibility beyond what is typically used 
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in common OEE approaches, which allows better focus during 
performance loss root cause analyses.

•	 Create	a	structure	at	the	PLC	layer	that	supports	local	pre-
sentation of the calculations, as well as a more centralized 
reporting structure

Looking at this in a real-world example, we would assign a Unit 
Name to each piece of equipment, or to a line and the piece of 
equipment; this would allow unit-level OEE calculations and lay 
the foundation for line-level OEE analysis.

Our complete line example is composed of: 
•	 Superfiller
•	 Cartoner
•	 5-panel	origination
•	 Cartoner
•	 Shrink	Wrapper
•	 Case	Packer

Some notes on the formula:
•	 Unitname	is	replaced	with	Line1-super-filler
•	 ProdProcessedCount[#].Count	is	a	standard	name	and	would	
be	used	with	#	being	replaced	with	a	number.	In	this	example,	
since	this	is	our	first	count	for	this	machine,	we	would	use	1.	

•	 ProdProcessedDefectCount[#].Count	would	be	modified	the	
same	way	changing	the	#	to	a	1.

Here is an example of a basic OEE calculation in OMAC format—useful for real time OEE visibility in a PLC or HMI. 

UnitName.Admin.ProdProcessedCount[#].Count	–	Unitname.Admin.ProdProcessedDefectCount[#].Count
 UnitName.Admin.AccTimesinceLastReset * UnitName.Admin.MachDesignSpeed / 60

•	 MachDesignSpeed	is	reference	data	–	passed	to	the	PLC	as	
part of recipe. This may vary by product, so it’s critical to 
ensure that changeover procedures include verification of 
standards/setpoints.

Note that this formula is a very simple calculation that only 
addresses basic yield for time spent producing, but it easily  
illustrates the applications of PackTags within the calculation. 

 For example, then, the OMAC OEE formula for the superfiller would be:

Line1-super-filler.Admin.ProdProcessedCount1.Count	–	Line1-Super-filler.Admin.ProdProcessedDefectCount1.Count
Line1-super-filler.Admin.AccTimesinceLastReset	*	Line1-super-filler.Admin.MachDesignSpeed	/	60

Elements of the calculations
Beyond simply enabling results reporting, PackTags and PackML 
give us additional pieces of the performance improvement 
puzzle. Following the path that the OEE indicator gives us, we 
next want to understand what specific events led to a particular 
score. We do this by developing a more complete picture of the 
state of our equipment, and by using changes from state to 
state to trigger the collection of related event data.

PackML provides a rich state model, which can be used to cor-
relate events that trigger state changes. The illustration below is 
excerpted from OMAC’s Machine State Model, version 3.0.
 
By leveraging the state model, as well as common naming con-
ventions for data elements like product names, counts, process 
variables and others, an analytical regimen can be built that can 
be easily layered on top of any OMAC-compliant asset base.

 A line-level OEE would be the result of multiplying all the individual machine calculations:

Line 1 OEE =	(Line1-super-filler-OEE	*	Line1-motion-cartoner-OEE	*	5panel-origination-OEE	*	 
Line1-motion-cartoner-OEE	*	Line1-Shrink-wrap-OEE	*	Line1-case-packer-OEE	*	Line1	quick-label-OEE)
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Going beyond basic OEE – Richer analytics powered by 
PackTags and PackML
We can see that OMAC’s state model is more detailed than the 
most commonly used OEE models, which only address basic 
conditions such as running, stopped, blocked or starved. This 
detailed picture allows for much more focused engineering 
analysis. Several strengths of the OMAC state model stand out 
as foundations for better root cause investigations:
•	 The	use	of	an	Abort	mode	creates	a	specific	trigger	to	which	

other event/fault data can be clearly anchored. This allows 
much higher confidence that the full picture of state and 
event data is correlated meaningfully when looking at statisti-
cal reporting of downtime events or quality issues.

•	 Understanding	the	distribution	of	failures	across	steady-state	
operations versus high-stress modes such as startup is criti-
cal if the most impactful fixes or line modifications are to be 
determined. This is crucial in a world where packaging lines 
are expected to experience more frequent changeovers, and 
equipment is expected to handle greater physical variations in 
dimensions, weight and other product characteristics.

•	 Encoding	a	placeholder	for	standard	speeds	(machine-based	
or recipe-based) as well as current speeds enables a new level 
of rate-based analysis that is beyond the scope of traditional 
OEE models.

•	 Standard	prefixes	on	tag	types	enable	logic	engines	in	report-
ing systems such as GE’s Proficy Plant Applications to easily 
construct analytics that correlate process and event data 
beyond the relationships established in the control layer—
without the level of “forensics” needed when dealing with 
non-standardized code.

Scaling up: Option to choose between IT or  
engineering approach
As we look at line-level, plant-level, or even “enterprise” OEE, 
we can see that the use of structured naming conventions and 
standard state models will simplify the work of the IT and engi-
neering teams to gather and correlate data for broadly used 
recipes against very specific assets. Scaling up the visibility that 
OMAC standards enable at an asset level becomes a question of 
choosing a reporting system or manufacturing execution sys-
tem that best fits the manufacturing organization’s engineering 
and IT capabilities. 

In some cases, the decision may be to drive calculations in PLCs 
and HMI systems, and “distribute” result sets through simple 
portals; in others, a reporting system that handles calculations 
and interpretations within its own framework may be preferable, 
which would make maintaining the reporting regimen possible 
with less intrusive controls re-programming. In either case, the 
use of standards accelerates the development and deployment 
of the broader reporting system.

Failure to ensure some level of consistency in the way assets 
are programmed can lead to higher costs of maintenance, both 
for machines themselves and for the information systems that 
“piggy-back” on top of their controls. The lengthy “forensic” work 
involved in troubleshooting downtime events or quality issues 
can overwhelm the performance advantages gained from buying 
“best of breed” machinery, and the same “de-coding” of controls 
applications can make consistent interpretation of machine 
events and states difficult to achieve in a data collection system.

Figure 1	 Block	diagram	Freescale	Semiconductor	MPC8641D	Dual	Core	Processor
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PackTags in Action - Controller Data

OMAC State Model and
Metrics in Proficy HMI

(iFIX)

Metrics Delivered through Proficy Plant
Applications MES Layer

PMLs.StateCurrent
PMLa.StateCurrentTime[#,#]

PMLs.MatReady 
PMLs.CurMachSpeed
PMLs.StateRequested

Machine State Data 

PMLs.Product[#].ProductID 
PMLs.ProcessVariable[#].ID

PMLs.ProcessVariable[#].Value
PMLs.Limit[#].ID

PMLa.Alarm[#].ID
Events & Alarms

PMLs.Product[#].Ingredient[#].IngredientID 
PMLs.Product[#].Ingredient[#].Parameter[#].Unit 

PMLa.ProdProcessed
PMLa.DefectProd 
PMLa.ReworkProd 

Performance Data

The role of automation and IT vendors
The OMAC standards have evolved to its third major revision, 
reflecting the inputs of a wide variety of manufacturers and 
technology providers. With the core elements now “stabilized,” 
investments by automation and manufacturing IT vendors in 
making their products PackTags- and PackML-ready are critical to 
fostering rapid, broad adoption of the capabilities we’ve described.

Leading vendors such as GE are taking a multi-pronged 
approach to ease their customers’ standards-based initiatives. 
From that experience, we believe consumer goods manufac-
tuers will benefit from working with vendors who undertake 
some or all of the following:
•	 Developing	control	and	HMI	application	templates	for	common	

packaging assets. These templates are likely to be adapted; 
however, it is critical to provide the value of a head start for 
customer engineering groups by illustrating how to implement 
PackML or PackTags within specific controls environments. 

•	 Creating	configuration	models	for	reporting	systems	that	
are OMAC-ready. This is a question both of ensuring that the 
“feeds” to tag-based data are modeled correctly and creating 
reporting frameworks that expose the more detailed PackML 
state model.

•	 Enabling	OEM	adoption	through	comprehensive	conversion	
and support programs. In the case of GE, its OEM Edge pro-
gram provides sample equipment, code and even application 
engineering expertise to OEMs—helping to mitigate the costs 
associated with migrating from their current programming 
approach to OMAC-based programming.

Conclusion

Faced with expanding product lines and a mixed-vendor auto-
mation environment, many consumer goods producers are 
being driven to adopt standardized controls programming 
techniques to improve asset performance. The primary goal has 
been to simplify maintenance and engineering; however, there 
are additional benefits in the area of accelerated deployment of 
production metrics regimens.

Concurrently, a shift in equipment purchase decision-making 
has given OEMs greater influence over controls and automation 
platforms, which are delivered on top of packaging equipment—
increasing the difficulty of using internally developed disciplines 
to control maintenance and engineering costs.
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As an active member of OMAC’s Packaging Workgroup, 
GE Intelligent Platforms is developing solutions for PLC, 
HMI and MES applications that leverage PackTags and 
PackML. Contact us to learn more about how we can 
help you leverage these standards for greater packag-
ing efficiency and profitability.

To succeed, it has become imperative to apply industry-devel-
oped standards such as PackTags and PackML, and to partner 
with automation and IT vendors that can support them. Aside 
from increased coordination and consistency, such standards 
can help reduce maintenance costs because as the controls 
programs from different vendors are made more similar in the 
way they run, they require less training and “forensic analysis” 
when launching, tuning or troubleshooting.

With greater adoption of standards-based automation 
programming, OEMs and manufacturers can align both parties’ 
needs for maintainability and consistency while providing an 

excellent foundation for feeding rich performance and event data 
to support manufacturers’ continuous improvement initiatives.
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